Ethnographic examinations of media and social change can focus too narrowly on the changes taking place at the time of introduction of a new communication technology and thus can end up being incredibly short-sighted and celebratory in their approach. Postill argues that inquiries into media's role in social change should not be done through time-constrained ethnographic methods, but rather should follow a more biographical model that better accounts for ongoing social change. In response to his essay in this issue and in light of my fieldwork experience in the same site during the past 15 years, I discuss the value of adopting a longitudinal approach to media ethnographies with focused or punctuated revisits (Burawoy, 2003) to the field.
değişime olan etkisini anlamak için belli bir zamanla kısıtlandırılmış etnografik yöntemler yerine, devam etmekte olan toplumsal değişimin altını çizebilecek biyografik bir yöntemin gerekliliğini savunmaktadır. Kendisinin bu sayıdaki makalesine yaptığım yorum, kendi uzun-süreli medya etnografisi araştırmamdan da örneklerle ve Buroway'un (2003) sahaya odaklı ve kesintili geri dönüş yönteminden yola çıkarak, uzun-süreli bir medya etnografisi yaklaşımının önemine vurgu yapmaktadır.
Anahtar Terimler
uzun-süreli etnografi, art zamanlı etnografi, medya, toplumsal değişim, sahaya geri-dönüş John Postill's article in this issue, "The diachronic ethnography of media: from social changing to actual social changes," proposes a shift in our ethnographic inquiry from the "present continuous" to the "ethnographic past tense." He argues that inquiries into media's role in social change should not be done through time-constrained ethnographic methods, but rather should follow a more biographical model that better accounts for ongoing social change. Indeed, ethnographic examinations of media and social change can focus too narrowly on the changes taking place at the time of introduction of a new communication technology and thus can end up being incredibly short-sighted and celebratory in their approach. In order to overcome such a narrow focus on "social changing," as he calls it, that treats change as "imminent (and immanent)" and lacks historical grounding, Postill (2017) suggests that we conduct a "multi-timed fieldwork" and adopt a diachronic ethnography model that "can handle the biographical logic of actual social changes." (p. 22) While I see merit in the shift he suggests and agree that we have a "collective reluctance as a discipline to date our research" and "romanticise 'non-Western' time," I also find his reasoning that "clock and calendar time may be the most universal of all human codes" (p. 32) highly problematic and, more importantly, irrelevant to why we should be adopting a time-and-history-conscious approach into our fieldwork. After all, time is not necessarily linear when media circulate and recirculate. From the perspective of media and cultural studies, the responsibility of media ethnography should first be to abandon an "impact studies" approach that privileges media as the generator of social change. Rather, in order to more honestly account for the mechanisms of social change, researchers should conduct longitudinal ethnographies (Algan, 2013) in order to accurately situate media within ongoing contexts of social (46) Ece Algan Moment Journal, 2017, 4(1): 44-51 change. This approach necessarily avoids fetishizing an "ethnographic present" that credits media with overblown transformative power in "social changing". questions regarding media's role is almost an afterthought. For us media studies scholars, designing a research study whose focus and subject of inquiry is not directly related to media will certainly constitute a problem.
To refresh readers' memory, Postill's hypothetical example has to do with the villagers who switched from subsistence farming to waged labour in the 1980s and 1990s. According to him, a processual analysis of this social change and its media dimensions would first "1. start with the historical origins (or birth) of this shift, where one could interview the first villagers to make the switch to waged labour back in the 1980s… as well as other historical agents involved with this stage of the process; the media aspects of this early adoption would be woven into the interviews." Then it would "2. continue with a series of interviews with local farmers who took up waged labour in the 1990s" and "3. end with the final stage of the process, namely the point at which the practical totality of villagers have by now abandoned farming and rely almost entirely on waged labour for their livelihoods." In these steps, he states that "in addition, one could again enquire about the media forms and practices related to this middle phase but always avoiding 'media-centric' biases." So, I wonder if he is proposing that we should cease researching media directly in order to avoid being perceived as media-centric. I certainly hope not. Since his above hypothetical and other real example on the African car also does not foreground media, Postill's idea of diachronic ethnography of media becomes rather confusing. Is he prescribing a diachronic ethnography of social change where media should be seen only as one of the institutions that plays a role in larger social change? While I also do not think of media as a primary agent of social change but rather as tools or means that assist people in coping with everyday life and larger societal changes around them, I still think any sort of media ethnography aimed at inquiring about media's role should raise a research question that links media to a particular socio-cultural phenomenon. While Postill acknowledges that "revisiting a site is a long-established anthropological practice" and that "there is nothing new about historicising ethnographic research and writing," he also states that "because of its relative youth, this is yet to be a common occurrence in the anthropology or ethnography of media, but it is likely that this will become more habitual as today's young scholars reach maturity" (p. 29). I do not think we should assume revisiting the field to become a habitual practice especially when, for media studies trained scholars, ethnographic research often means following the media object rather than committing to a site, whereas for anthropologists, their attention could be drawn to a different phenomenon during their revisit --as (Peterson, 2009 ) has argued, "a growing amount of 'media anthropology' is being written by anthropologists who are not particularly interested in the media" (p. 338).
Doing longitudinal ethnography necessitates revisiting the same site, as in focused revisits, or doing punctuated revisits, a method of "long-term research which the same ethnographer conducts separated stints of field work in the same site over a number of years" (Buroway, 2003, p. 670) . According to Buroway (2003) , the purpose of the revisits is "to focus on the inescapable dilemmas of participating in the world we study, on the necessity of bringing theory to the field, all with a view to developing explanations of historical change" (p. 647). A limited number of media ethnographers (e.g. La Pastina, Straubhaar, & Sifuentes, 2014; Pace, 2013) examine the relationship between media and race since the beginning of telenovelas in rural communities or long-term impact of television in the Amazons since its introduction via long-term ethnographic research. Richard Pace (2013) followed a longitudinal approach when he revisited the 5 sites that Kottak (1990) has researched with the aim of exploring the impact of media in Brazil in the 1980s and compared his findings with those of Kottak's. In an introduction to the special edition of Kottak's (2012) While an ethnographic update such as that of Kottak's (2012) only "brings an earlier study up to the present but does not reengage it" (Burawoy, 2003, p. 646) Kottak (2012 ), Lila Abu-Lughod (1986 also wrote an introduction to the 2000 edition and an afterword to the 2016 edition of her book Veiled Sentiments to reflect on her revisits, update the reader on the people whose stories were being told, and discuss the changes in the media landscape along with the larger socio-cultural changes in Egyptian society, such as the emergence of the piety movement. In addition to these longitudinal media ethnographies I discussed above, a review of anthropological and sociological research on social change in community and tourism studies that take a longitidunal approach (e.g. O'Connor & Goodwin, 2012; O'Reilly, 2012; Peacock, 1968; Philipson, 2012; Tucker, 2010) could also give us clues regarding the contribution of revisits or re-studies and exemplify methods (50) Ece Algan Moment Journal, 2017, 4(1): 44-51 for conducting diachronic ethnographies that have a historical and/or biographical focus.
Despite its many contributions to a biographical approach, doing longitudinal ethnography poses lots of institutional challenges for the researcher as well as personal.
In an academic environment where we are judged by a number of our research outputs, returning to the same site and focusing on the same line of inquiry might not be fruitful in the short term. Similarly, we might also end up having to change our research site due to personal reasons related to health or family as well as external reasons such as wars, conflicts, lack of research permits or grants if the research site becomes close in proximity to a conflict zone during the time of a revisit. For instance, even if I wanted to revisit my field at the moment, I would have to do it without letting my employer know or applying for grants since my site bordering Syria, Şanlıurfa, has been considered high-risk due to the war in Syria and the reignited Kurdish-Turkish conflict.
Nevertheless, I find longitudinal media ethnographies to be the best methodology for those who are interested in tracing how a certain medium is adopted, when and how it flourishes, what came before that particular medium, why it has become residual or obsolete, which medium people shifted to when the earlier one became obsolete, what people used to do before the emergence of a particular medium, or how media users' everyday realities have changed in that society. Adopting a longitudinal approach to media ethnographies with timed revisits to the field can also help us evaluate the biographical nature of media and social change ourselves without solely relying on our informants' memories and interpretations of their earlier media consumption.
